"Loving the world to a Paradise by David Icke with COWBOY COMMENTS

THE COMPLETELY PROFOUND STATEMENT FROM DAVID ICKE - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S31dPU-q_hE&feature=player_embedded#

"The world is the sum total of the unit imagination of ourselves - when we change the imagination of ourselves what we call the world dramatically changes. The world is just a second by second physical replica of the human mass imagination of ourselves.!!!"**** MASS EMPHASIS ADDED

HE HAS SAID IT EXACTLY CORRECTLY - WE HUMANS ARE IMAGINATION UNITS (QUANTUMS) - OUR IMAGINATION UNITS HAVE BEEN FOCUSED AWAY FROM LOVE, FUN AND JOY. IT IS CRYSTAL CLEAR THAT OUR POWER STRUCTURES ARE THERE TO LEAD US ASTRAY - BUT WE ALL PARTICIPATE IN IT.

"THIS WORLD IS JUST A SECOND BY SECOND PHYSICAL REPLICA OF THE HUMAN MASS IMAGINATION OF OURSELVES!" - THE SENTENCE BEARS REPEATING A NUMBER OF TIMES. THE PHYSICAL WORLD IS A HOLOGRAPHIC MANIFESTATION OF OUR MASS IMAGINATION. THIS WORLD AND ALL WORLDS ARE DREAMS THAT WE SHARE WITH GOD - QUITE LITERALLY AT HER PLEASURE.

HOWEVER, "WHEN WE CHANGE THE IMAGINATION OF OURSELVES WHAT WE CALL THE WORLD DRAMATICALLY CHANGES!" QUITE LITERALLY FROM ONE SECOND TO THE NEXT. EVERYTHING YOU SEE IS ACTUALLY MIRACULOUS AND DIVINE, BECAUSE IT IS MANIFEST HERE FROM THE NO-THING - EVERY MICROSECOND. THUS, IF WE GET TOGETHER AND CHANGE THE MASS IMAGE OF THIS WORLD - THIS WORLD WILL CHANGE FROM ONE SECOND TO THE NEXT - THE PROGRESSION IS JERKY ---> IN QUANTUM LEAPS.

THIS ENTIRE UNIVERSE BLINKS IN AND OUT OF THIS REALM EVERY MICROSECOND AS WE TRAVEL THROUGH THE AETHERS. ALL OF THE PHYSICALNESS THAT YOU SEE IS MADE MANIFEST BY AN IMAGE HELD IN THE GAPS (BLACK HOLES) OF THE AETHER(S) - WE ARE PRESENTED WITH A CROSS LINKED, HARD REALITY THAT BLINKS OUT TO BECOME AN IMAGE THAT IS CHANGEABLE. THEN IT GETS HARD AGAIN (OR THAT'S WHAT "THEY" WOULD HAVE US THINK - AND SO IT IS). COLLECTIVELY, WE CAN CHANGE IT.

RIGHT NOW IT IS GOD'S DREAM AND WILL REMAIN SO UNTIL MAN LEARNS TO GET TOGETHER IN ONENESS. IN A LARGE WAY THE DARK DUDES ARE FORCING US TO WORK TOGETHER, WHICH IS A FUNCTION OF MASS HARDSHIPS.

WORKING TOGETHER IN JOY AND HARMONY IS WORKING WITH GOD. AND WITH GOD ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE.

THERE ARE AN INFINITE NUMBER OF NESTED AETHERS THAT PROGRESS IN SIZE ACCORDING TO THE FIBONACCI SERIES. EVERYTHING IS INTERLINKED VIA THESE AETHERS. THUS, THE BLINK IN AND OUT IS DONE IN LOCK STEP, WHICH MAKES IT A CHALLENGE TO SAY THAT THE WORLD IS ILLUSORY. BUT, IT IS.

WE CAN BREAK OUR OWN ILLUSION BUT IT HAS TO BE DONE COLLECTIVELY - THE TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATORS HAVE DEMONSTRATED THIS A NUMBER OF TIMES AND HAVE CHANGED LARGE AREAS - REDUCING CRIME AND MAKING THE WEATHER MORE PLEASANT (WHICH HAPPENS AUTOMATICALLY WHEN THE PEOPLE IN THE AREA BECOME PLEASANT)
IT IS ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL TO IMAGE TOGETHER. GET ON THE SAME SONG SHEET - SINGING TOGETHER IS AN EXCELLENT FIRST STEP. IT REQUIRES A COLLECTIVE IMAGINATION TO MAKE MUSIC, WORDS AND LYRICS THAT FIT TOGETHER.. IT IS A COOPERATIVE EFFORT.

ALL OF CREATION AS IT MANIFESTS MAKES A MUSIC CALLED THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES - THUS, MUSIC THAT BRINGS US TOGETHER IS DIVINE. WE MUST SING ALONG WITH THE CHOIR. THEN BECOME THE CHOIR.

OUR HIGHEST AND BEST IMAGINATION OF OURSELVES IS HELPING OTHERS TO STEP UP THEIR IMAGINATION OF THEMSELVES. SING TOGETHER

I LOVE THIS ONE DAVID SAYS - "WE ARE THE DANCE OF THE MOON AND THE SUN" - JOYOUS HARMONY THAT IS. THE NATURE AROUND US AUTOMATICALLY COMES INTO PERFECT HEALTHY HARMONY - FORESTS ARE NATURALLY HEALTHY AND THEY SING, QUITE LITERALLY. HERE'S THE PROOF IN THE SINGING PLANTS OF DAMANHUR:

This is amazing and beautiful. You will never view plants in the same way again.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZaokNmQ4eY

From one of the comments below the video:
A community in Italy called Damanhur is doing in-depth research with plants and trees by monitoring the vibratory resonance of the plant whose electrical impulses are registered through an electronic device that is connected to a synthesizer. The plants and trees learn to work with the machines and then begin to produce intricately beautiful musical pieces. One particular Avocado tree has become a master musician and teaches other plants to “sing”.

AND, WE'VE BEEN TOLD BEFORE

**Isaiah 55:12**

King James Bible

For ye shall go out with joy, and be led forth with peace: the mountains and the hills shall break forth before you into singing, and all the trees of the field shall clap their hands.

MAYBE WE SHOULD SING WITH THEM?

WE HUMANS MUST SING TOGETHER IN GROUPS FOR THE BETTERMENT OF US ALL - AND WE HAVE TO START SINGING TO THIS EARTH, ALSO. THIS HAS TO BE PLANET WIDE AT REGULAR INTERVALS - WE BLINK IN AND OUT AT REGULAR INTERVALS - WE HAVE TO BE COLLECTIVELY CHANGING TO A JOYOUS IMAGE ON THE BLINK OUT, SO THAT IT BLINKS BACK IN NICELY.

ITS JUST THAT SIMPLE - WE HAVE TO CHANGE THE WORLD TOGETHER - SINGING TOGETHER SETS UP A WONDERFUL HEALING VIBE.

BLESSINGS

**PS:** ACCEPTANCE IS SQUARE ONE IN THE DESIGN - WHAT IS, IS INFINITELY REAL, DIVINELY MANIFEST. PASSING JUDGEMENT ON IT DIMINISHES IT AND THE LABEL MAKES IS SEPARATE FROM GOD AND YOURSELF. ACCEPTANCE IS ONE OF THE HIGHEST ASPECTS OF LOVE.

ANOTHER HIGH ASPECT OF LOVE IS LETTING GO - WE CAN ONLY OPERATE IN THE PRESENT WHICH IS A GIFT FROM GOD - TREAT IT AS SUCH, PLEASE. THEN LET GO OF IT. LETTING GO IS THE REAL SECRET.
SEE ALL JUDGEMENTS ARE MASSIVE BEACH BALLS THAT WE CARRY WITH US - OUR KARMA IS AN ANU ACTUALLY A SERIES OF ANUs OF UNJUST EVENTS IN PAST LIVES THAT WE DID NOT LET GO OF. WHEN WE DIE - OUR LIFE DOES FLASH IN FRONT OF US - GRAB AHOLD OF SOMETHING THAT YOU WANT TO FIX OR THAT YOU FELT WAS UNJUST - YOU WILL GET THAT WISH = KARMA. IT IS GENETIC.

LETTING GO IS THE REAL SECRET PASS NO JUDGEMENT - LOVE EVERY ASPECT OF THE PRESENT - YOU ARE INTIMATELY INVOLVED IN MAKING IT.